Relation Extraction (RE) aims to label relations between groups of marked entities in raw text. Most current RE models learn context-aware representations of the target entities that are then used to establish relation between them. This works well for intrasentence RE and we call them first-order relations. However, this methodology can sometimes fail to capture complex and long dependencies. To address this, we hypothesize that at times two target entities can be explicitly connected via a context token. We refer to such indirect relations as second-order relations and describe an efficient implementation for computing them. These second-order relation scores are then combined with first-order relation scores. Our empirical results show that the proposed method leads to state-of-theart performance over two biomedical datasets.
Introduction
There are wide applications for Information Extraction in general (Jin et al., 2018) and Relation Extraction (RE) in particular, one reason why relation extraction continues to be an active area of research (Bach and Badaskar, 2007; Kambhatla, 2004; Kumar, 2017) . Traditionally, a standard RE model would start with entity recognition and then pass the extracted entities as inputs to a separate relation extraction model, which meant that the errors in entity recognition were propagated to RE. This problem was addressed by end-to-end models (Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Zheng et al., 2017; Adel and Schütze, 2017; ) that jointly learn both NER and RE.
Generally, these models consist of an encoder followed by a relationship classification (RC) unit (Verga et al., 2018; Christopoulou et al., 2018 Su et al., 2018) . The encoder provides contextaware vector representations for both target entities, which are then merged or concatenated before being passed to the relation classification unit, where a two layered neural network or multilayered perceptron classifies the pair into different relation types. Such RE models rely on the encoder to learn 'perfect' context-aware entity representations that can capture complex dependencies in the text. This works well for intra-sentence relation extraction i.e. the task of extracting relation from entities contained in a sentence (Christopoulou et al., 2018; Su et al., 2018) . As these entities are closer together, the encoder can more easily establish connection based on the language used in the sentence. Additionally, these intra-sentence RE models can use linguistic/syntactical features for an improved performance e.g. shortest dependency path.
Unfortunately, success in intra-sentence RE has not been replicated for cross-sentence RE. As an example, a recent RE method called BRAN (Verga et al., 2018) proposed to use encoder of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) for obtaining token representations and then used these representations for RE. However, our analysis revealed that it wrongly marks many cross-sentence relations as negative, especially when the two target entities were connected by a string of logic spanning over multiple sentences. This showed that reliance on the encoder alone to learn these complex dependencies does not work well.
In this work we address this issue of overreliance on the encoder. We propose a model based on the hypothesis that two target entities, whether intra-sentence or cross-sentence, could also be explicitly connected via a third context token (Figure 1 ). More specifically, we find a token in the text that is most related to both target entities, and compute the score for relation between the two target entities as the summation of their relation scores with this token. We refer to these relations as second-order relations. At the end, we combine these second-order scores with firstorder scores derived from a traditional RE model, and achieve state-of-the-art performance over two biomedical datasets. To summarize the contribution of this work:
1. We propose using second-order relation scores for improved relation extraction.
2. We describe an efficient algorithm to obtain second-order relation scores.
Background
In this section we describe the encoder and relation classification unit of a SOTA RE model called BRAN (Verga et al., 2018) . This model computes relation scores between two entities directly from their representations, therefore we refer to these as first-order relation scores.
Transformer Encoder
BRAN uses a variant of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) encoder to generate token representations. The encoder contains repeating blocks and each such block consists of two sublayers: multi-head self-attention layer followed by position-wise convolutional feedforward layer. There are residual connections and layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) after each sublayer. The only difference from a standard transformer-encoder is the presence of a convolution layer of kernel width 5 between two consecutive convolution layers of kernels width 1 in the feedforward sublayer. It takes as input word embeddings that are added with positional embeddings (Gehring et al., 2017) .
First-Order Relations
The relation classification unit takes as input token representations from the described encoder.
These are then passed through two MLPs to generate head/tail representation e head i /e tail i for each token corresponding to whether it serves the first (head) or second (tail) position in the relation.
where b i is the representation of the i th token generated by the encoder. These are then combined with a bi-affine transformation operator to compute a N × R × N tensor A of pairwise affinity scores for every token pair and all relation types, scoring all triplets of the form (head, relation, tail):
where L is a learned tensor of dimension d×R×d to map pairs of tokens to scores over each of the R relation types and d is the dimension of head/tail representations. Going forward we will drop the subscript r for clarity. The contributions from different mention pairs are then aggregated to give us first-order relation scores. This aggregation is done using LogSumExp, which is a smooth approximation of max that prevents sparse gradients:
where P head (P tail ) contains mention indices for head (tail) entity.
Proposed Second-Order Relations
In this section we describe in detail our proposed method to obtain second-order relation scores. We use the encoder described in Sec 2.1 for getting token representations. These token representations are then passed through two MLPs (as in previous section), which generate head/tail representations for each token corresponding to whether it serves the first or the second position in the relation. We used a separate set of these head/tail MLPs for second-order scores than the ones used for getting first-order scores. This was motivated by the need for representations focused on establishing relations with context tokens, as opposed to first-order relations (described in previous section) that attempt to directly connect two target entities. After that we arbitrarily define the scores between tokens i and j when conditioned on a context token k as the sum of the scores of relations (i, k) and (k, j).
These context-conditioned scores are computed for every triplet of the form (i, j, k). Second-order relation scores are then derived by aggregating over all context tokens and mention pairs using LogSumExp.
Here LogSumExp ensures that one specific mention pair connected via one specific context token is responsible for the relation. This is equivalent to max-pooling over all context tokens that could potentially connect the two target entities, which reduces over-fitting by removing contributions from noisy associations of the target entities with random tokens e.g. stopwords.
It is important to mention that a naive implementation of this would require O(N 3 ) space to store context-conditioned scores between all pairs of token i.e. C(i, j|k). To address this, we describe an efficient method in Section 3.1 that avoids explicitly storing these.
At the end, the final score for relation between two entities is given as a weighted sum of first (eq. 4) and second (eq. 7) order scores.
where α is a hyper-parameter denoting the weight of second-order relation scores.
Entity Recognition. We do entity recognition alongside relation extraction, as the transfer of knowledge between the two tasks has been shown to improve relation extraction performance (Verga et al., 2018; Miwa and Bansal, 2016) . For this we feed encoder output b i to a linear classifier W er that predicts scores for each entity type.
Efficient Implementation
The problem lies in storing score for every intermediate relation of the form C(i, j|k), as that would require space of the order O(N 3 ). Here we describe a space-time efficient method to compute final second-order relation scores. The intermediate scores (eq. 5) are a tensor of dimension b × N × R × N comprising of pairwise scores for b batches. We create two tensors out of these intermediate scores, namely T 1 and T 2 . T 1 computes the exponential of indices ({b, i ∈ P head , j ∈ C, R}) corresponding to pairwise scores between head entity and all the context tokens (C i.e., all the tokens except the two target entities), and sets other indices to 0. Similarly, T 2 computes exponential of indices ({b, i ∈ P tail , j ∈ C, R}) corresponding to pairwise scores between tail entity and context tokens, setting all other indices to 0. To get the context conditioned scores one needs to compute the batch product of R two dimensional slices of size N × N from T 1 and T 2 along the dimension of context, but this would be sequential in R. Instead we can permute T 1 and T 2 to b × R × N × N followed by reshaping to bR × N × N and perform a batch matrix multiplication along the context dimension to get bR × N × N . Afterwards, we can sum along the The performance of proposed model using second-order relations. BRAN is the model used in (Verga et al., 2018) and +SOR is our proposed model with second-order relations. Results for HDLA are quoted from Chikka and Karlapalem (2018) . Results on CDR are identical for both BRAN and our proposed model as α was set to 0 after tuning over the dev set at which point our model is the same as BRAN. All the metrics are macro in nature.
last two dimensions to get a tensor of size bR. Finally, we can take the log succeeded by reshaping to b × R to obtain second-order scores.
Experimentation

Datasets
We have used three datasets in this work, i2b2 2010 challenge (Uzuner et al., 2011 ) dataset, a de-identified clinical notes dataset and a chemicaldisease relations dataset known as BioCreative V (CDR) . First is a publicly available subset of the dataset used for the i2b2 2010 challenge. It consists of documents describing relations between different diseases and treatments. Out of the 426 documents available publicly, 10% are used each for both dev and test and the rest for training. There are 3244/409 relations in train/test set and 6 predefined relations types including one negative relation e.g. TrCP (Treatment Causes Problem), TrIP (Tr Improves Pr), TrWP (Tr Worsens Pr). We have used the exact same dataset as Chikka et al. (Chikka and Karlapalem, 2018) .
Second is a dataset of 4200 de-identified clinical notes (DCN), with vocabulary size of 50K. It contains approximately 170K relations in the train set and 50K each in dev/test set. There are 7 predefined relation types including one negative relation type. These are mostly between medication name and other entities e.g. "paracetamol every day","aspirin with dosage 100mg". The frequency of different relations in this dataset is fairly balanced.
Third is a widely used and publicly available dataset called CDR . It was derived from Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) and contains documents describing the effect of chemicals (drugs) on diseases. There are only two relation types between any two target entities i.e. positive/negative and these relations are annotated at the document level. It consists of 1500 documents that are divided equally between train/dev/test sets. There are 1038/1012/1066 positive and 4280/4136/4270 negative relations in train/dev/test sets respectively. We performed the same preprocessing as done in BRAN (Verga et al., 2018) .
Experimental Settings
We jointly solve for NER and RE tasks using cross-entropy loss. During training we alternate between mini-batches derived from each task. We fix the learn rate to 0.0005 and clip gradient for both tasks at 5.0. For training, we used adams optimizer with β = (β 1 , β 2 ) = (0.1, 0.9). We tune over the weight of second-order relations denoted by α to get α = 0.2 for DCN/i2b2 and α = 0.0 for CDR dataset.
Our final network had two encoder layers, with 8 attention heads in each multi-head attention sublayer and 256 filters for convolution layers in position-wise feedforward sublayer. We used dropout with probability 0.3 after: embedding layer, head/tail MLPs, output of each encoder sublayer. We also used a word dropout with probability 0.15 before the embedding layer.
Results
To show the benefits of using second-order relations we compared our model's performance to BRAN. The two models are different in the weighted addition of second-order relation scores. We tune over this weight parameter on the dev set and observed an improvement in MacroF1 score from 0.712 to 0.734 over DCN data and from 0.395 to 0.407 over i2b2 data. For further comparison a recently published model called HDLA (Chikka and Karlapalem, 2018) reported a macro-F1 score of 0.388 on the same i2b2 dataset. It should be mentioned that HDLA used syntactic parsers for feature extraction but we do not use any such external tools.
In the case of CDR dataset we obtained α = 0 after tuning, which means that the proposed model converged to BRAN and the results were identical for the two models. These results are summarized in Table 1 .
Ablation Study
We experimented with different ablations of BRAN and noticed an improvement in results for DCN dataset upon removing multi-head selfattention layer. Also, our qualitative analysis showed that relations between distant entities were often wrongly marked negative. We attribute these errors to the token representations generated by the encoder. To this effect, our experiments showed that incorporating relative position (Shaw et al., 2018) information in the encoder to improve token representations does not lead to superior RE. Separately, we observed that the proposed method improved results when using a standard CNN encoder as well.
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a method that uses second-order relation scores to capture long dependencies for improved RE. These relations are derived by explicitly connecting two target entities via a context token. These second-order relations (SORs) are then combined with traditional relation extraction models, leading to state-of-the-art performance over two biomedical datasets. We also describe an efficient implementation for obtaining these SORs.
Despite restricting ourselves to SORs, it should be noted that the proposed method can be generalized to third and fourth order relations. We conjecture that these may serve well for cross-sentence relation extraction in long pieces of texts. Also, we only considered one relation type between each entity and bridge token but it is possible, and very likely that two different relation types may lead to a third relation type. We will explore both these aspects in future work.
